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The increased popularity of casino games on social media platforms has prompted
international jurisdictions to consider the extent to which these games may be similar to
Internet gambling activities and therefore subject to regulatory action. Gambling
themes are popular in video and computer games, and simulated-gambling activities
are commonly offered by gambling operators as a way of enticing users to gamble
online with money. However, little research has evaluated the impact of the digital
convergence of gambling and gaming. The lack of a clear definition of online
gambling-themed activities to guide such research undertakings represents a significant
hurdle to the fields of gambling and gaming. Based on a review of the extant literature,
this article proposes a taxonomy to distinguish between many types of online activities
with gambling-themed content. This taxonomy suggests that the principal features that
differentiate online gambling games include the requirement for payment, the role of
skill, the type of platform and the centrality of the gambling theme. The proposed
hierarchical framework aims to promote clear and consistent discussion to guide
ongoing investigation of new and emerging Internet gambling and gaming
technologies.
Keywords: Internet gambling; online gaming; casino; social media; framework;
definition

A taxonomy of gambling and casino games via social media and Internet technologies
Internet technology has changed the way in which consumers engage in many activities,
including those with a long history of use such as gambling and gaming. This article aims
to develop a taxonomy to classify online gambling-themed activities, including gambling
and gaming, based on their structural characteristics. Internet gambling refers to gambling
that takes place through the Internet using connected devices such as computers,
smartphones, tablets, gaming consoles and interactive television (Gainsbury, Wood,
Russell, Hing, & Blaszczynski, 2012). The terms ‘online’, ‘interactive’, ‘Internet’ and
‘remote’ gambling are often used interchangeably in relation to gambling across various
jurisdictions. The Internet gambling market is expanding; worldwide, gross win from
Internet gambling has risen annually by 14% during the last decade and the market is
expected to generate e28.24 billion in gross win by 2015, with an annual growth of 9% (H2
Gambling Capital, 2013). The slowing growth of Internet gambling is one sign of
increasing market maturity and may also reflect increased industry regulation aimed at
providing consumers with safer products, although there are substantial differences in
licensing requirements between jurisdictions (Gainsbury & Wood, 2011). Many
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international jurisdictions restrict Internet gambling as well as its advertising. However,
increased popularity of social media has led to new ways to reach consumers, which
gambling operators are increasingly exploiting.
The term ‘social media’ refers to Internet sites and platforms (including mobile
applications) on which the sole or dominant purpose is to facilitate social interactions
between individual users to exchange information, communicate and/or undertake
collaborative activities. Interactions typically revolve around a focal point such as a
personal profile, discussion board, photo or video sharing, product reviews, blog post or
geographical location. Users may include individuals or groups (and companies) who are
both consumers and publishers of content. Popular social media channels include social
networks, blogs, microblogs, message boards, forums, video and picture sharing, social
bookmarking, podcasts and vidcasts, wikis, groups and virtual worlds (ZigZag Media,
cited by Church-Sanders, 2011). In addition to providing new ways for people to connect
with others by sharing personal content, some social media platforms, including social
networking sites such as Facebook and virtual worlds, also provide socially oriented
games as well as a way for gamers to communicate with one another.
One of the most popular and profitable genres of social games are those which
replicate gambling activities but are free to play. The sudden and continuing growth in
this market has prompted increased research and policy attention to developing legal and
other conceptual definitions of these activities, and debate over the need to regulate
social games given their many similarities to Internet gambling. Policymakers from
several jurisdictions, including Australia, the UK, Belgium and Spain, have expressed
concerns about the potential impact of online games which resemble gambling.
However, the lack of research on the impact of these games makes regulation difficult to
justify. Further, in response to a proposed ban on gambling-themed games in Australia,
the Federal Government department which regulates Internet gambling stated that it was
difficult to restrict the games, given the absence of clear definitions (Department of
Broadband, Communications and the Digital Economy, 2013). To be useful to
regulators, any such definition would need to distinguish similarities and differences
between gambling-themed social games and Internet gambling based on the inherent
characteristics of each.
Although there is arguably a wide variety of games with potentially problematic and
harmful mechanics, such as games that encourage expenditure but are not transparent on
pricing, this article specifically focuses on gambling-themed games. Its purpose is to
promote improved understanding of the distinguishing features of Internet gambling and
Internet gambling-themed games to inform regulatory definitions, conceptual developments and research into the impacts of these different activities. Little academic literature
has examined social gambling-themed games, so this article is based on a comprehensive
review of grey literature, as well as consideration of relevant gambling and social gaming
literature. It commences with a discussion of the rationale and need for a taxonomy of
online games, followed by a more detailed discussion of the proposed structural
components to be used within the taxonomy. Relevant issues are then discussed that are
likely to impact regulatory policies, followed by the limitations of the proposed taxonomy,
and conclusions and implications for the field.
Basis for a taxonomy framework of online games
Many online gambling and gaming activities may appear similar at face value, given the
considerable overlap between them, but from a regulatory perspective it is critical to
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identify activities that appear to constitute gambling activities. Even when some
differentiation is made, consumers may continue to have difficulties distinguishing
gaming from gambling, particularly when these activities are offered online by the same
operator (Albarran Torres & Goggin, 2014). One of the current limitations in the field is a
lack of consistent terminology used by researchers, policymakers and regulators, the
gambling and gaming industries, treatment providers and consumers (Griffiths, 2011;
Owens, 2010; Parke, Wardle, Rigbye, & Parke, 2013). This lack of consistency may limit
the ability of stakeholders to engage in a constructive and coherent discussion of this topic.
The research literatures on gambling and gaming have historically been separate;
however, many jurisdictions now use the term ‘gaming’ to refer to the act of gambling,
which often creates confusion between these fields (Humphreys & Latour, 2013). As there
is also no single accepted definition of what constitutes a social game (Chang, 2010;
Griffiths, 2011; Huang, 2012; Schneider, 2012; Yakuel, 2013) it is difficult to advance a
body of research that appropriately furthers the theoretical understanding and investigates
the impact of these games.
A taxonomy framework is needed which employs consistent terms of reference and
incorporates fundamental game elements to advance a method of classifying games. Such
a taxonomy should be specific enough that it can differentiate between activities, yet
sufficiently expansive to allow its adaptation to the continued evolution of online games
(Downey, 2012). By creating a taxonomy, researchers, policymakers, practitioners and

Figure 1. Taxonomy of online gambling-themed activities.
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industry groups as well as game players can have an improved knowledge of the scope of
the field, share a common approach to categorizing and comparing games, and identify
potential gaps in knowledge and technology needing development (Downey, 2012).
Taxonomies and frameworks of structural characteristics of gambling (Parke & Griffiths,
2007) and video gaming (King, Delfabbro, & Griffiths, 2010) have been proposed to help
understand what elements of these games may lead to problematic play. However, there is
no accepted taxonomy that combines these two activities, although some efforts have been
made (King, Delfabbro, Kaptsis, & Zwaans, 2014; Parke et al., 2013).
Recently, Parke et al. (2013) proposed an initial classification of ‘social gambling’ as
the basis of furthering the understanding of this growing field and identifying potential
areas that may require regulatory consideration. Based on a review of the literature,
several terms were proposed for various online activities, with the aim of contributing to
the field and guiding ongoing research. This classification considered the platform of the
game, the nature of social interaction possible and whether monetary rewards were
provided. These features are intuitively appropriate, but the proposed framework is
somewhat confusing, particularly as the term ‘gambling’ is used to refer to activities which
are not generally accepted or classified as gambling. Accordingly, this article aims to
expand upon the framework proposed by Parke et al. (2013) by incorporating recent
findings and developments identified by a comprehensive review of the extant literature.
The main structural characteristics proposed for use in the current framework in a
hierarchical manner include (i) the requirement for monetary payment; (ii) the role of
chance and skill; (iii) the game platform; and (iv) the centrality of the gambling theme to
the game. Figure 1 presents a summary of these features. This taxonomy is proposed to be
used with games that include some casino (or gambling)-themed components.

Proposed taxonomy
Required monetary payment
One of the most significant features in identifying gambling activities is that users must
make a monetary wager in relation to in-game outcomes. If payment is optional and game
play is allowed without any payment, the user is not considered to have given due
consideration and the game is not classified as gambling by most definitions (Nettleton &
Huang, 2013; Parke et al., 2013; Rose & Owens, 2009). A secondary consideration is the
ability to receive a predetermined monetary (or equivalent) return (prize), and that the
outcome must be at least partially determined by an unavoidable element of chance
(Nettleton & Huang, 2013; Parke et al., 2013; Rose & Owens, 2009). If one or more of
these elements is missing, then the activity is not considered gambling (Rose & Owens,
2009).
As the definition of gambling is centrally related to monetary expenditure, the terms
‘real-money’ and ‘financial’ gambling are confusing. Games which require payment but
do not provide the opportunity to win a monetary prize include console or computer
games, which must be purchased or require a subscription, as well as purchased mobile
applications, which may allow payment to avoid advertising. Many video-gaming
consoles (e.g. Xbox 360 and Playstation 3) and personal computers feature games which
require monetary payment, can be played online (e.g. Massively Multiplayer Online
Games or MMOs) and feature casino and gambling themes and activities (Griffiths, King,
& Delfabbro, 2012; King, Delfabbro, Derevensky, & Griffiths, 2012). Nonetheless, if
these games require payment to enable any level of play, this is an important distinction
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from social casino games, given the role of consideration in making this purchase, which
presumes some level of informed consent and knowledge of what is being purchased.
Role of chance and skill
As discussed above, Internet games that require monetary payment, that provide monetary
prizes and where the outcomes are predominately determined by chance rather than the
user’s own skill are defined as Internet gambling (e.g. Internet casino games, card games,
lotteries, slot machines, and sports and race wagering). Games which require monetary
payment and provide prizes of real value but where the outcomes are determined by skill
include tournaments and competitions. The exact extent to which the outcome of a gambling
game is randomly determined by chance varies between activities and this classification is
not always clearly defined. Some games include some elements of chance that impact games
and game play; however, where chance plays a greater role in determining the outcome of
each game than skill, betting on these activities is considered gambling. For example,
although skill might predominate over chance in the game of poker in the long run, for each
individual session or over a short period of time (months to a year), the outcome of poker is
determined by chance (Grohman, 2006; Meyer, von Meduna, Brosowski, & Hayer, 2013).
The classification of games based on the role of skill has been upheld by law in most
international jurisdictions (Kelly, Dhar, & Verbiest, 2007). For example, Virgin Gaming
allows users to enter organized gaming tournaments, challenge other users to multiplayer
games and place wagers on the outcome of their own video game challenges (Hsu, 2010).
These activities are all considered to be based on skill, and hence are not classified as
gambling. Virgin tracks the games to ensure there is no cheating and takes a small
commission of the winning wager. A report in November 2012 claimed that US$23
million had been spent by players via this service (Golding, 2012). The terms and
conditions provided by Virgin Gaming state that players must be at least 18 years old and
be a resident in a jurisdiction where skilled gaming is legal; however, age verification is
not required to create an account, make deposits or place bets, although this is a
requirement before withdrawal of funds. The requirement for age verification provides
some indication that the activity is not suitable for children, but it is not a legal
requirement, given the lack of a gambling classification. Fantasy sports and tipping
competitions are also generally exempt from gambling regulation where the outcomes of
these are considered to be based on a user’s own skill (in using statistics to predict
outcomes) rather than chance events (e.g. Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act,
2006; Victorian Commission for Gambling and Liquor Regulation, 2013). The monetary
aspect of these activities is also considered in their classification such that all users pay the
same entry fee and prizes are predetermined.
Internet gaming platform
Traditionally, games have been offered from platforms such as computers, consoles
linked to televisions (e.g. Xbox) or portable devices (e.g. Nintendo DS). More recent
technological advancements and the proliferation of wireless Internet-enabled devices
has seen games launched on a variety of online platforms, including social media sites
(e.g. Facebook), stand-alone websites and mobile applications. Many games are now
offered through multiple platforms, and the extent to which games are based on or
integrated within a social media platform is an important and defining structural
characteristic.
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Social media
To be considered a social media platform (or social network site), users must be able to
create a profile within a bounded system and create unique content within that system, as
well as interact with and view content created by other users, including those with whom
they have specifically connected (Boyd & Ellison, 2007). One in four people worldwide
are estimated to be active users on at least one of the hundreds of social media networks
currently available, with the global audience expected to reach 2.6 billion by 2018
(eMarketer, 2013). Facebook is currently the most popular social networking site, with
1.11 billion monthly active users (O’Loughlin, 2013). Social media platforms are not static
but constantly evolving, as the terms, conditions and features may be changed at any time
by site operators for a variety of reasons, including responding to user feedback,
incorporating new technological capacity or to generate commercial opportunities (e.g.
embedded advertising).
Recent data suggest that social games have grown rapidly in popularity and attract an
estimated 800 million monthly users worldwide (Morgan Stanley, 2012). Although there
are hundreds of established social media sites, not all of these provide a platform for
gaming activities. The definition of social gaming has been debated; however, it is
commonly agreed that a defining feature of these games is that they are based on social
media platforms (Jieun, Mira, & In Hyok, 2011). As reported by Parke et al. (2013), a
social media platform enables users to share their achievements and progress, view other
user’s achievements on leaderboards, invite other users to play with them or support their
play, share virtual goods and credits between users, discuss the game through supported
synchronous and/or asynchronous exchanges and compete with other users in challenges.
Despite these opportunities, some social games can be played with no or very limited
social interaction, depending on the user’s preferences and game settings. In this sense,
many social media gaming activities may have only a superficial ‘social’ aspect, or social
functions that do not factor significantly into the overall gaming experience.
Social game operators are increasingly using social network sites and applications as
part of their marketing strategy to reach customers and attract new users (Morgan Stanley,
2012). However, social games may also operate outside popular social networking sites,
including on separate websites or mobile applications which allow users to interact with a
specific community of users within these platforms or an existing social media platform.
Some social games employ a ‘hybrid’ approach – for example, by allowing play without
permitting access to social media platforms, but limiting the game play and social
functions possible (Parke et al., 2013). Social games tend to reward users for sharing the
game and involving their connections with other users by rewarding such engagement with
access to additional game feature or content bonuses to enhance user experiences. Most
social games have accessible user interfaces that can be viewed on different devices such
as personal computers, laptops, smartphones and tablets (Church-Sanders, 2011).
Social games are generally highly accessible and have a low difficulty curve (i.e. a
high degree of ease in learning the basic game interface and mechanics) and have few (if
any) requirements for registration, long-term commitment or special skill or knowledge.
By design, social games allow casual play in which users engage for short periods of time,
although games employ many incentives that encourage repeated and persistent play over
time, such as time-delayed reward systems (i.e. in learning theory terms, schedules of fixed
interval reinforcement in which rewards are only given following responses after a specific
time period has elapsed). Game outcomes are not strategy-based or focused on an end
goal, and many social games are turn-based with users either directly competing or
collaborating with one another. Awareness of other users’ actions and progress within a
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game is a core feature of most social games (Church-Sanders, 2011). The main reward
elements of social games that sustain player engagement are indicators of advancement in
the game (e.g. badges, player level, rewards, status and points), many of which are related
directly to time invested in the game. However, in some games it is possible to accumulate
virtual rewards by paying real money (usually termed ‘micro-transactions’), such as
paying AUS$5 for 15,000 gold coins in Slotomania. The economic value of the social
gaming market is estimated at US$1.6 billion worldwide, with this value being largely
attributable to such ‘microtransactions’ (i.e. small purchases for additional or bonus virtual
content).
Platform provided by a gambling operator: practice sites and games
Not all casino games are based on or interact with social media platforms. Practice games
simulate gambling products provided by a gambling operator to enable users to try
gambling activities without investing any money. Practice or demonstration (‘demo’)
games are often offered on the same site as the gambling products, or on a separate but
closely linked site such as a .NET version of the same brand and domain name. Practice
games are free to play and users are typically given a certain amount of free credits. Unlike
social casino games, users generally cannot purchase additional credits, and interaction
between users is not typically a central feature of game play. Practice game play typically
requires users to create an account and register, but does not require identity or age
verification.
Since users are not required to pay, even if prizes can be won, these games are not
legally classified as gambling activities (Rose & Owens, 2009). Therefore, many practice
games are not regulated and may not have identical or comparable structural
characteristics (e.g. payout rates) to gambling products. For example, Sévigny, Cloutier,
Pelletier, and Ladouceur (2005) identified that many casino sites offer very high and
unrealistic payout rates (i.e. over 100%) during demo modes, which are not maintained on
the gambling product. Their research also found that some sites focus on results of practice
games and encourage users to transfer to gambling games with pop-ups and messages
(‘Challenge your skills with real money’) during game play and with subsequent emails,
and offer free credits for depositing and playing funds in a gambling account (Sévigny
et al., 2005, p. 157).
Practice sites often escape regulatory scrutiny and may be offered in jurisdictions
where Internet gambling is not legally permitted. As the Internet gambling industry has
become more closely regulated, many jurisdictions may have requirements for practice
sites offered by regulated gambling providers – for example, requiring that payout rates
for practice games accurately represent real gambling products. Some jurisdictions – for
example, Australia – have classified practice sites as comparable to Internet gambling,
and promotions for these sites are classified as illegal advertisements for Internet gambling
(Department of Broadband, Communications and the Digital Economy, 2013).
Consequently, practice sites are required to adhere to advertising codes of conduct such
as not depicting unrealistic expectations of winning, or appealing to children and
vulnerable populations. Classification of practice sites as a promotion for a gambling
product is generally based on shared or similar product name and branding (e.g.
PartyPoker.net and PartyPoker.com) and clear links between the practice and gambling
games or sites.
Online gambling-themed games that are not integrated into a social media platform
and not provided by a gambling operator are classified as stand-alone games such as
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mobile apps and console games. These games have been discussed in the academic
literature previously due to their potential to normalize gambling for young people and
enable children to engage in gambling-themed activities, which may lead to gambling later
in life (King et al., 2012; Monaghan & Derevensky, 2008).
Centrality of gambling theme
Many social games include gambling-themed elements such as betting virtual currency on
randomly determined outcomes seemingly based on spinning wheels and symbols or
selecting one of several cards or items, or virtual contests. In many cases, these
components are secondary to the central theme and objective of the game. It is proposed
that social casino games be distinguished by the extent to which the gambling theme is
central to the gaming experience.
Social casino games
As noted above, the term ‘gambling’ has legal implications and, therefore, should not be
used to refer to games that do not meet the requirement of consideration, chance and prize.
The use of terms such as ‘non-monetary gambling’ or ‘free-play gambling’ should also be
avoided to prevent confusion. As the term ‘gambling’ has a specified meaning and
‘gambling-themed’ is cumbersome and open to misinterpretation, it is proposed that the
term ‘social casino game’ be used to refer to games which are based on or interact with
social networks and that simulate gambling activities. The term ‘casino’ is not meant to
exclude the broader range of replicated games, including lotteries, bingo and betting
(many of which are available in casinos). This term is also already actively used in the
gambling and gaming fields. Consequentially, popular social casino games include poker,
slots, roulette, blackjack, keno, bingo and sports betting. Social casino games are one of
the most popular genres of social games, with participation in these games doubling
between 2010 and 2012 (SuperData Research, 2012). Five of the top 23 games on
Facebook, ranked based on user ratings, implementation, growth and quality in 2013, were
casino games (Takahashi, 2013c). Social casino games are thought to account for almost
one-quarter of total social gaming revenue and users have a higher probability of
becoming paying customers with greater average user spending through microtransactions
as compared to other genres of social games (SuperData Research, 2012).
These games do not require monetary payment to play. The outcomes of social casino
games are not always based on predetermined odds or randomly determined by chance;
instead, game mechanics respond to individual users and playing behaviour to increase
player engagement and game satisfaction. As operators are not required to be transparent
about how games work, it is difficult to clarify how outcomes are determined. Most social
casino games do not return monetary prizes or anything equivalent; instead, wins are
recognized as progress and achievements, usually through relative comparisons with other
users (e.g. player leaderboards). Social casino games may be played without interacting
with other users – for example, in slot games; however, features such as leaderboards and
sharing achievements make otherwise solo games social. Little research has been
conducted on motivations for social game play, and as there is no tangible prize it is
possible that there may be some intrinsic motivations involved, although players may also
be extrinsically motivated to collect in-game rewards. Initial studies suggest that social
interaction is the primary reason for game play, and capacity for entertainment and fun as
well as achievements, competition and collaboration all appear to maintain player
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engagement in social games (Liu, Li, & Santhanam, 2013; Scharkow, Festl, Vogelgesang,
& Quandt, 2012; Shaul, 2013; Shin & Shin, 2011).
A key feature of many social games is a form of virtual currency (Schneider, 2012;
Yakuel, 2013). Virtual credits are not directly redeemable for cash and cannot be gifted to
or exchanged with other users, and so are generally classified as having considerable
contextual value but no inherent value (Owens, 2010). Users are typically provided with a
small amount of virtual currency to start play, which once used is not replenished for a set
period of time (e.g. overnight). Social casino games are typically offered through a
‘freemium’ model, where games are free to play but users are encouraged to purchase
additional credits to enhance their game experience. Purchasing virtual currency allows
users to gain credits without taking time to earn credits in the game, or to continue to play
once their credits have run out without having to wait for more credits to be deposited. For
example, Slotomania by Playtika/Caesars Interactive (which owns online and land-based
gambling) encourages users to spend more coins per spin by offering extra experience
points for higher wagers (Casual Games Association, 2012). Bingo Blitz by Buffalo
Studios/Caesars Interactive allows users to purchase credits to buy in-game items like
‘Power-Ups’. Users can also use credits to customize their game avatars and buy gifts for
other users in their network. Other examples of popular social casino games include Heart
of Vegas by Product Madness/Aristocrat (a gaming machine manufacturer), Hit it Rich
Casino Slots by Zynga (which also operates highly popular Texas Hold’em poker as well
as several online gambling sites) and DoubleDown Casino offered by DoubleDown
Interactive/IGT (a gaming machine manufacturer).
Social games with casino-style elements
Many games based on social media platforms (i.e. social games) include casino/
gambling-themed elements which are not the central focus of the game but, rather,
optional in-game activities. Examples include Zynga’s CityVille which allows users the
option to play on a slot machine called Jackpot City with credits earned or purchased
with real money to win virtual credits to be used for in-game purchases (Parke et al.,
2013). The youth-appealing game Pet Fish Society by Playfish requires users to look after
and interact with a virtual pet. In order to care for and buy gifts for their pet, users need
coins, which can be obtained in various ways including ‘the Daily Lottery’, as well as
racing their pets and betting on race outcomes. Social games which include optional
casino themes are not considered social casino games, but they clearly have some overlap
with this genre. When these activities are optional they are generally experienced in a
relatively mechanical way, such that credits may be earned, but it is not a particularly fun
or exciting game component.
Virtual worlds
Virtual worlds are a form of social media platform; however, as users tend to engage in
lengthy sessions of play, these games differ from the casual play experiences found within
social casino games. Nonetheless, some virtual worlds include optional casino themes and
games, as well as player-to-player wagering systems (King et al., 2012). For example, in
the MMO video game Runescape, users can purchase the opportunity to play ‘Squeal of
Fortune’ (a lottery-style game where outcomes are determined by chance), in order to win
prizes (virtual currency or items for use within the game). Similarly, in Borderlands 2, a
first-person shooter MMO game, users are able to spend virtual currency on an in-game
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slot machine. Notably, the MMO Second Life banned in-game wagering within its virtual
casino in 2007 as it was perceived to be bypassing regulatory controls on gambling
(Linden Lab, 2007). This may be related to the ability to buy, sell and trade Linden Dollars
for real money, thus providing tangible monetary value to this virtual currency.
Blurring boundaries: convergence and cross-marketing
Recently, the classification of social casino games has become more difficult as gambling
operators are increasingly offering these through affiliated companies and partnerships,
and social casino game operators have begun offering gambling products. Referred to as
‘digital convergence’ (Griffiths, King, & Delfabbro, 2013; King et al., 2010), this
phenomenon describes the overlap between gambling and gaming products, where
activities such as digital gaming and gambling, previously encountered separately, have
been made available through similar technology platforms. There are many examples of
social casino games being offered by operators who also offer gambling products,
including Internet gambling. Gambling operators may provide social casino games for
several reasons, including (i) engagement with customers and potential customers; (ii)
promotion of brands outside venues; (ii) to increase customer satisfaction; (iv) to create
revenue from these games; (v) to position themselves in a market prior to legalization of
Internet gambling; (vi) to obtain customer data, including game preferences and play
patterns; and (vii) to try out new and innovative gaming formats (Billings, 2013; Shortt,
2012; Takahashi, 2013a, 2013b; Wheeler, 2012).
Examples include Playtika’s Slotomania, which was acquired by Caesars Interactive
Entertainment in May 2011 and was the highest-grossing app on iPhone, iPad and Android
in 2012 with over 10 million downloads (Casual Games Association, 2012). Similarly,
gaming machine manufacturer IGT purchased the popular Facebook-based DoubleDown
Casino in 2012, which was ranked as the third-highest-grossing app on Facebook, with 6.7
million monthly active users in the third quarter of 2013. The social casino game business
is making substantial revenues, accounting for US$61.4 million in this period, increasing
105% from the same period the previous year, with average user spend rising 60% to 40
cents (IGT, 2013). DoubleDown Casino includes IGT branded slot games in addition to
other social casino games, and numerous land-based casinos host links to customized
DoubleDown Casino sites to offer their customers a social casino experience. Where these
games are based on and substantially interact with social media platforms, and as
payments are not required, they are considered social casino games according to the
proposed taxonomy.
The distinction between social casino games and practice games becomes more
difficult as more social elements are incorporated into practice games, and when social
casino games are branded to promote a gambling operator and award prizes or incentives
for users to visit a gambling venue or site. For example, casino operator MGM Resorts
International has launched a stand-alone social gaming website that offers social casino
games, arcade games and allows users to construct casinos on a virtual Vegas strip
(Takahashi, 2013b). All games are free to play, but users can win loyalty points and
rewards that can be redeemed for real prizes such as complimentary hotel rooms,
restaurant meals and show tickets. Although several gambling operators offer stand-alone
social media sites or applications, such as discussion boards, online forums and chat
rooms, this is one of the first examples of a gambling operator offering a stand-alone social
casino gaming site (Billings, 2013). Similar classification uncertainties would arise if a
practice site allowed users to purchase additional currency to play (which PokerStars made
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possible for players using its Facebook app in 2013, including those in the US where
online poker is not fully available).
As technologies continue to converge, distinction between games based on platforms
is not always obvious. For example, video games have traditionally catered for individuals
or multiple users based in the same location. However, gaming companies are now using
increased capabilities for online play that enables many users to experience a game
together, including through social media, to connect with and create a community of
customers. For example, a partnership between large gaming and gambling companies,
Electronic Arts and Caesars Entertainment, has launched a World Series of Poker (WSOP)
social casino game on Facebook, which is in addition to existing WSOP computer and
video games. This game now competes with other large gambling operators offering social
casino-poker games, including PokerStars and 888, in addition to their gambling sites,
which offer poker for registered users.
The hierarchical structure of the proposed taxonomy contends that requirement for
payment is considered prior to the gaming platform to ensure that gambling activities are
appropriately identified. Social interaction is generally not a required element of gambling
or the core aspect of player engagement. Nevertheless, some Internet gambling activities
may include interactions between players, either as part of the game (e.g. poker) or as an
optional feature (e.g. chat boards in bingo games), and Internet gambling operators may
encourage social interaction outside games on social media platforms. Several operators
have recently launched gambling products on social media platforms, notably Facebook,
which began permitting gambling in the UK in 2012. Leading social casino game
operators have subsequently launched gambling versions of their games. These include
Gamesys, which operates the social casino game Jackpotjoy, launching Bingo Friendzy on
Facebook in the UK in 2012, and Zynga, which launched gambling versions of its casino
and poker games in partnership with the gambling operator bwin.party. Gambling
operators have also launched gambling products on Facebook in the UK, including Bingo
Appy owned by 888 Holdings Ltd (which also offers social casino games, including the
highly popular Bingo Island 2) and Paddy Power In-Play!, Facebook’s first sports betting
gambling product. As suited to the platform, these games all incorporate and encourage
social interaction between gamblers.
Several third-party providers have been established which provide a platform for
gaming operators to convert their games into gambling products and vice versa. These
include Odobo, which in 2013 announced it would partner with large international
bookmaker bet365 to provide social games for gambling operators. Conversely, Betable is
a stand-alone proposition site that allows users to place wagers on various events including
social games and allows customers to connect directly from their Facebook and Twitter
accounts. Betable has partnered with a number of social casino game operators and uses its
gambling licence and infrastructure to enable customers to gamble on social games
(Takahashi, 2012). Interacting with friends, family and online connections is central to the
entertainment value and success of these games; however, the core driver of involvement
changes with the opportunity to win prizes (Owens, 2010). Although the provision of
Internet gambling through social media sites is a newly developed phenomenon and
creates some overlap with social casino games through the use of a common platform, it
does not change the classification of these activities as gambling products. Nonetheless,
similarities between a company’s social casino games and gambling products, including
common branding, themes, characters and displays, may create confusion for users who
may not easily distinguish between these activities (Albarran Torres & Goggin, 2014;
King et al., 2014).
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Value of virtual currency
As the proposed taxonomy is based on the premise that gambling involves monetary
expenditure and social games do not, the value of virtual currencies is an imperative
consideration. Social casino games currently avoid being regulated as gambling activities
because the virtual credits that are required to play and which are provided as prizes
ostensibly have no real-world value outside the game and platform (Owens, 2010).
However, this predication has several caveats. Many Internet-based markets, such as eBay
and IGE, allow users to buy and sell virtual currency to be used within games, with reports
of US$880 million being traded on IGE in 2004, and the virtual goods industry valued at
more than US$3 billion in 2009 (Castronova et al., 2009; Lehdonvirta, 2005; Lipton &
Tadman, 2012). It has been argued that this practice may be used to discern an ‘exchange
rate’ between virtual currency and real currency that would put a monetary value on
transactions denominated in virtual currency (Castronova, 2001). Research on virtual
worlds has concluded that users treat virtual items and currencies in a very similar fashion
to real-world goods and money (Castronova et al., 2009). It has also been suggested that
regulatory bodies should consider codes of practice for use of virtual currencies, including
consumer protection and taxation considerations (Papagiannidis, Bourlakis, & Li, 2008).
There are some examples of virtual currencies being considered to have monetary
value. Use of Linden Dollars in gambling games within the virtual world Second Life
resulted in the operators being investigated by the FBI for providing gambling to US
residents illegally and these virtual casinos being shut down (Charif, 2011). Courts in the
UK and the Netherlands have concluded that virtual chips and items have monetary value
and that theft of these is considered a punishable offence (Morgan Stanley, 2012). In the
UK case of a hacker stealing and selling over 400 billion virtual poker chips from Zynga’s
Texas Hold’em game on eBay for £50,000, Zynga purported that these chips were worth
US$12 million (Charif, 2011; Lipton & Tadman, 2012). Despite this difference in reported
value for this virtual currency, it is clear that the black-market value of virtual chips is
substantial. Most social casino game operators prohibit unauthorized resale of virtual
currency. However, it is uncertain whether virtual currencies used in social casino games
are being traded for real currencies. These developments raise interesting questions
regarding the extent to which virtual currencies have monetary value, which would bring
social casino games closer to the classification of gambling. Whether users play social
casino games for the purpose of obtaining virtual currencies or whether the point of the
game is entertainment and the value of the virtual currency is incidental are important
questions which should be investigated using systematic research methods. However, it is
likely that users have different motivations for playing the same game and from a legal
standpoint the structural characteristics within the game and official game context are
likely to be the most useful ways of classifying these activities.
Regulatory action
If adopted, the proposed taxonomy may enable consistent terminology being used by
regulators and policymakers, the gambling and gaming industries, and researchers across
international jurisdictions. The notion of whether social casino games should be regulated
has been increasingly raised internationally. It has been argued that social games more
generally should be subjected to regulation, particularly those that award prizes with value
outside the game and game platform and that allow (and encourage) users to spend
considerable amounts of money (Joint Select Committee on Gambling Reform, 2013).
Regulators in Japan have already enacted laws banning ‘kompu gacha’ features, in which
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users purchase entries to win a rare prize but the probabilities of winning are unknown (De
Vere, 2012). The UK Office of Fair Trading (2013) has also warned gaming operators that
they may be violating UK and European consumer protection laws by exploiting
children’s inexperience and credulity.
The chief concerns related to social casino games are that they may normalize and
encourage gambling, particularly among young people and problem gamblers, and that
they misrepresent the chance of winning on a gambling product (Department of
Broadband, Communications and the Digital Economy, 2013; Parke et al., 2013). The UK
Gambling Commission’s report on social casino games highlighted that this area is underresearched and recommended that research is conducted in relation to social gaming,
social casino games and gambling to determine whether further regulatory changes may be
advised (Parke et al., 2013). At the end of 2012, the Belgium Gaming Commission put
forward legislation defining social gaming as online games with the same characteristics
as gambling products licensed in Belgium but that did not pay out winnings (Gambling
Compliance, 2013). Under the proposed legislation, social gaming would be permitted to
operate without a licence provided that monthly spending was limited to a maximum of
e100 per month. In 2013, a bill was proposed in the Australian Senate that sought to
regulate and restrict social casino games in a similar manner to online gambling activities
(Joint Select Committee on Gambling Reform, 2013). One of the problems raised in
relation to this bill was the difficulty of defining the target of the ban in a way that is
sufficiently broad to cover a range of games and platforms and allows for future trends and
developments, but that does not have the unintended consequence of restricting games not
considered problematic (Joint Select Committee on Gambling Reform, 2013). No
evidence of harm caused by social casino games was submitted to support the proposed
bill. More recently, the South Australian premier proposed that games containing
gambling themes would be classified as suitable for those aged over 15 years (Government
of South Australia, 2013).
Most regulatory bodies have yet to legislate specifically around social casino games
(Gambling Compliance, 2013). In response to calls for regulation of the social casino
game industry, the International Social Games Association, an industry body representing
the leading social casino game operators, has released a set of best-practice principles,
which largely adhere to existing consumer protection and gambling advertising guidelines,
although also specify that operators should not target users aged under 18 years of age
(International Social Games Association, 2013).
Limitations and future research
The classification proposed is based on review and analysis of the limited published papers
and industry reports. As the social gaming and social casino game industries are relatively
new, there are few research papers to inform the taxonomy, and so a wider range of
sources was consulted, including industry reports, which often include limited
methodological details to enable results to be independently verified. As the field
develops, it is hoped that methodologically robust studies will be conducted to provide a
greater understanding of the use and impact of social casino games. This taxonomy is not
intended to be definitive as the social casino gaming field will continue to evolve in
response to technological advancements, user behaviours and preferences, and regulatory
constraints.
Further research is needed to investigate the motivations and use of social casino
games, the convergence of social gaming and gambling, and the impact of social casino
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games, including whether they encourage users to partake in gambling activities or
contribute to irrational beliefs and gambling-related problems. An alternative research
question is whether simulated gambling activities may provide a safer (i.e. less financially
burdensome) gambling-like experience for vulnerable individuals. Some of this research is
already underway, including a study by the authors of this article, but the research is likely
to be considerably slower than continued developments in the social gaming field. As
noted by Parke et al. (2013) and Albarran Torres and Goggin (2014), the input and
perspectives of users themselves have not been widely considered – that is, how do users
conceptualize these activities and do they clearly distinguish between social casino games
and gambling products? Similarly, King et al. (2014) have argued that qualitative
investigations are needed to clarify what adolescents mean by terms such as gaming and
gambling, and what distinctions, if any, they make between activities involving money
versus virtual credits.
Conclusion
This article proposes a framework for promoting clear and consistent discussion and
investigation of new and emerging online gambling and gaming technologies. According
to the taxonomy, a social casino game is defined as a game that does not require payment
to play, is based on or has a substantial interaction with a social media platform, and the
central theme of which is a simulation of a gambling activity (e.g. poker, slots, roulette,
bingo, keno, betting). Social games that are free to play and are based on a social media
platform but only include optional casino-themed activities are not considered social
casino games within this taxonomy, although they may include features of interest to
regulators. Practice games are also free to play, but these are not based on social media
sites and are typically provided by gambling operators on a site related to an Internet
gambling site. Games which require monetary payment to play but do not provide
monetary prizes include console games and paid mobile apps with gambling themes.
Games which require payment to play and do award prizes but are not chance-based are
classified as skill-based tournaments or competitions. In contrast, Internet gambling is
classified as an online game in which payment is required, monetary prizes may be
awarded and the outcome of the game is predominately determined by chance.
This taxonomy builds on work by Parke et al. (2013) and suggests that the structural
features of payment, randomly determined outcomes, game platform and gambling
centrality be used to differentiate between online games. The proposed terms and
definitions are intended to contribute to and further the debate across the relevant fields
and industries and between stakeholders. The proposed taxonomy is necessary because the
popularity, diversity and application of online games have increased rapidly, resulting in
existing classifications becoming increasingly less effective at distinguishing between
types of online games (Downey, 2012). The fields of gambling and gaming are rapidly
converging as gaming operators begin offering gambling products and as gambling
operators use social games as stand-alone products as well as marketing opportunities.
Discussion about social casino games between policymakers, regulators, professionals in
the gambling and gaming industry and researchers is hindered by a lack of consistently
used terminology and definitions. Policymakers are struggling to appropriately react and
respond to changes with a potential mix of under- and over-regulation, which have
significant implications for the gambling and gaming industry, with many companies
heavily invested in social casino games. Researchers also must use consistent terminology
to allow the field to advance towards a greater understanding of the similarities and
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differences between gamblers and social casino game players. It is also critical to consider
game users and the extent to which consumers can differentiate between social casino
games and gambling products. It is hoped that the proposed taxonomy will provide the
necessary foundation for future research programmes and regulatory responses.
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